Abstract. In selecting input variables by block addition and block deletion (BABD), multiple input variables are added and then deleted, keeping the cross-validation error below that using all the input variables. The major problem of this method is that selection time becomes large as the number of input variables increases. To alleviate this problem, in this paper, we propose incremental block addition and block deletion of input variables. In this method, for an initial subset of input variables we select input variables by BABD. Then in the incremental step, we add some input variables that are not added before to the current selected input variables and iterate BABD. To guarantee that the cross-validation error decreases monotonically by incremental BABD, we undo incremental BABD if the obtained cross-validation error rate is worse than that at the previous incremental step. We evaluate incremental BABD using some benchmark data sets and show that by incremental BABD, input variable selection is speeded up with the approximation error comparable to that by batch BABD.
Introduction
Input variable selection for regression is to select a set of input variables deleting irrelevant or redundant input variables from an original set of input variables. This is an important step in realizing a regressor with high generalization ability. In the following, we simply say variables instead of input variables, if there is no confusion. Because variable selection methods are usually applicable to feature selection in pattern recognition, variables and features are used interchangeably.
According to the selection criterion, the variable selection methods are classified into wrapper methods, which use an approximation error by regressors and filter methods, which use other selection criteria. Since the introduction of support vector machines (SVMs) [1] [2] [3] , imbedded methods [4] are proposed, in which the variable selection criterion is included in the objective function of SVMs.
In wrapper or filter methods, variables are selected by forward selection, in which informative variables are added step by step, or by backward selection, in which unnecessary variables are deleted step by step. As their variant, forward selection and backward selection are combined [5] [6] [7] .
To speed up variable selection, incremental selection has been proposed [8] [9] [10] [11] . In [8] , for the randomly selected set of training samples, feature selection is performed. Then if the inconsistency occurs in the remaining training data, in that the features of samples of different classes match, these samples are added to the randomly selected samples and repeat feature selection until no inconsistency is found. In [9] , the L 0 feature selection criterion is added to the objective function. Starting from a small set of selected features, at each iteration, the feature that is estimated to improve the objective function value most is added to the selected feature set, and the objective function excluding the feature selection criterion is improved by the steepest descent method. In [10] , initially all the features are ranked, and then sequential forward selection is performed using the ranked features. In [12] , to speed-up wrapper methods, multiple variables are added by forward selection (block addition), then multiple variables are deleted by backward selection (block deletion).
To speed up BABD, in this paper, we propose incremental BABD. Initially, we calculate the approximation error by cross-validation using the subset of the initial variable set and set it as the threshold of variable selection. Then, we select variables from the subset by BABD. If the approximation error lower than the threshold is obtained, we update the threshold. We add subset of variables to the set of selected variables and do variable selection by BABD. But if the obtained threshold is worse than that at the previous step, we undo the variable selection. We iterate the above procedure, until all the variables are processed. We evaluate this incremental BABD using some benchmark data sets.
In Section 2, we discuss the idea of incremental BABD and its algorithm and in Section 3, we show the results of computer experiments using benchmark data sets.
Incremental BABD

Idea
In selecting a set of variables from a large number of variables, forward selection is more efficient than backward selection. But variables are selected only considering the relation among selected variables and the candidate variable. While by backward selection, the variable that does not deteriorate the selection criterion the least among the remaining variables is deleted. Therefore, forward selection is less stable than backward selection. To alleviate such a problem, we have proposed BABD. In BA, multiple variables are added according to the ranked variables until the selected set realizes the approximation error smaller than or equal to that for the set of original variables. Then by BD, multiple variables are deleted that do not increase the approximation error.
In BA, variables are ranked according to the approximation errors, which are calculated by temporarily adding one variable to the selected set of variables. Therefore, if the number of variables is large, the ranking procedure takes time. To alleviate the computation of ranking, we consider incremental variable selection. Initially, we start with a subset of original variables, and select variables by BABD for the subset. Then we add remaining variables to the set and iterate the BABD until all the variables are processed. If we replace BABD with BD in the above procedure, incremental BD is also possible.
Algorithm
Now we explain incremental BABD more in detail. (Please see [12] for details of BABD.)
Let I m = {1, . . . , m} be the set of variables, where m is the number of variables. We select the subset of I m , I j , as the initial set of variables, where j is the number of initial variables. We calculate the approximation error for I j , E j , by cross-validation and set the threshold of variable selection, T j :
By BA, we first rank variables whose indices are in I j in the ascending order of approximation errors, which are evaluated by adding a variable to the set of selected variables temporarily, and add multiple variables to the selected set from the top ranked variables that decrease the approximation error most. For the variables in I j that are not selected, we iterate the above procedure until
is satisfied, where I j is the selected set of variable indices, j is the number of selected variables, j ≤ j, and I j ⊆ I j . Then we set the threshold by
Further by BD first we rank variables whose indices are in I j , according to the approximation errors, which are calculated by deleting a variable temporarily. And we delete multiple variables that decrease the approximation error the most. We iterate the above variable ranking and deletion until no further variables are deleted. Let the resulting set of variable indices be I k , where k is the number of selected variables. The approximation error E k for I k satisfies
Then we update the threshold by T k = E k . According to the above procedure, the approximation error for the selected variables is not larger than that for I j , i.e., E k ≤ E j . Now we add i Inc indices from I m − I j to I k , where i Inc is the number of variables that are added at the incremental step. The resulting set of indices be I k+iInc . The approximation error for I k+iInc is E k+iInc and we set the threshold T k+iInc by T k+iInc = E k+iInc . We must notice that
is not always satisfied.
We iterate the above BABD for I k+iInc . Let the resulting set of indices be
is satisfied. But there is no guarantee that the following inequality is satisfied:
If (7) is satisfied, we repeat BABD adding the variables not processed. If it is not satisfied, we consider that the BABD for this step failed and undo the variable selection at this step; namely, we restart BABD with threshold T k and I k , and add remaining indices of variables to I k . We repeat the BABD until all the variables are processed. This is a one-pass incremental variable selection. To reduce the approximation error further, we may repeat the above procedure until the selected variable set does not change. But it will increase the computation time. Therefore, in the following we only consider one-pass incremental BABD.
Performance Evaluation
Because BABD has been compared with other methods in [12, 13] , and shown to be comparable to or better than other methods, in this section, we compare incremental BABD with batch BABD.
Evaluation Conditions
In performance evaluation we used the mean absolute error (MAE) for the validation data set evaluated by cross-validation using least squares support vector regressors (LS SVRs). We used a personal computer (3GHz, 2GB memory, Windows XP operating system) in measuring variable selection time.
The primal problem of the LS SVR is given by
where w is the coefficient vector of the hyperplane, C is the margin parameter, φ(x) is the mapping function that maps x into the feature space, and M is the number of training data. In training the LS SVR, we solve the set of linear equations that is derived by transforming the primal problem into the dual problem. As a kernel function, we use linear kernels:
, γ is a parameter for determining the spread of the radius, and m is the number of variables.
We determined the initial MAE by fivefold cross-validation changing γ = {0.001, 0.01, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10, 15, 20, 50, 100} and C = {1, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000}. To reduce the computational cost of training the LS SVR during variable selection, fixing the kernel parameter value, we optimize the margin parameter value by cross-validation. To reduce the computation cost further, we can fix the margin parameter value.
To determine whether we should change the C value during variable selection, we carried out variable selection for the orange juice data [16] using RBF kernels. Figure 1 shows the result. For the validation data set, the MAEs by the fixed C value (FC) was higher than those by the variable C value (VC) for the change of number of added variables. In some cases, the MAEs were larger than initial MAE using all the variables (see Fig. (a) ).
For the test data set, depending on the number of added variables, MAEs by VC were not always lower than those by FC (see Fig. (b) ) but variable selection time by VC was much longer than by FC (Fig. (c) ). The numbers of selected variables did not vary much between the two but as the number of added variables was increased, the number of selected variables was also increased (see Fig. (d) ). According to the above results, because VC did not always give better results than FC, we used FC in the following study. 
Experimental Results
We evaluated Incremental BABD using the six benchmark data sets listed in Table 1 . The first column shows the benchmark data sets with the numbers of variables, training data, and test data. If the data set was not divided into training and test data sets, the corresponding number of test data is shown in "−." For the first three data sets, we randomly divided the set into training and test data sets with the ratio of 3 to 2 and generated 20 files for triazines and pyrimidines data sets and 40 files for phenetylamines data set. For the orange juice, breast cancer, and leukemia data sets, we combined the training and test data sets, and randomly generated 100 training and test data sets, each with the numbers of training and test data equal to the original numbers. The breast cancer and leukemia data sets are classification problems but we treated them as function approximation problems considering the +1/ − 1 labels as target values. For these data sets we used linear kernels with C = 1 because overfitting occurs for the C value larger than 1. For the other data sets, we used RBF kernels.
We calculated MAEs for the original variables, those after variable selection, and measured the feature selection time. In the first column of the table, the MAEs with the standard deviations for the test data sets using the original variables are shown. In the parentheses those for the validation data sets are shown.
In the "Method" column, BABD and BD are original variable selection methods without incremental variable selection (i.e., batch BABD/BD). The number below BABD/BD shows i Inc , i.e., the number of variables that were added in incremental variable selection.
The third to fifth columns list the results. The smallest values among BABD/ BD and their incremental versions are shown in bold.
For cases where the MAEs after the variable selection were larger than the associated initial MAEs, we performed the Welch t-test with a 5% significance level. If the MAEs and the standard deviations after variable selection are statistically inferior, we add asterisk to the associated values. For the validation data set, inferior MAEs and the standard deviations occurred only for the orange juice data set by incremental BABD/BD with i Inc = 1. As discussed in the previous section, improvement of MAEs is guaranteed for batch BABD/BD but not for incremental BABD/BD. But the experimental results show that in most cases one-pass is enough to reduce the MAE by incremental variable selection.
For the orange juice and leukemia test data sets, MAEs by incremental variable selection with i Inc = 1 were statistically inferior to the initial MAEs. This happened for the phenetylamines data set by BD with i Inc = 100. Except for these cases, incremental BABD/BD performed better than or comparable to batch BABD/BD.
The fourth column shows the average number of selected variables. The numbers of selected variables were decreased by adopting incremental variable selection and usually the minimum number of variables was obtained for i Inc = 1.
The final column shows the variable selection time. For the first three data sets, there is not much difference in selection time because the number of features and/or the number of data is small. But for the remaining three data sets, incremental training was faster except for some cases with i Inc = 1. 
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Conclusions
In this paper we extended batch block addition and block deletion (BABD) to incremental BABD. For a given subset of variables we select variables by BABD and add remaining variables to the selected variable set. We iterate BABD for the augmented set and if the obtained approximation error is smaller than that of the previous step, we iterate the above procedure adding remaining variables to the set of selected variables. If not, we undo the variable selection of the current step and iterate the above procedure. By computer experiments using six benchmark data sets, the approximation errors of the incremental BABD were comparable to or better than batch BABD and the selection time of incremental BABD was shortened for large numbers of variables when an appropriate number of data were added.
